TAKE AWAY MUSIC

Festival Report 2010

The Austrian Hospice of the Holy Family,
one of the co-founders of the festival, has
since ever played an extraordinary role
as festival center, host of the musicians,
concert venue and place of intercultural
encounter and reflection.

The Sounding Jerusalem Festival
Chamber Music Festival 2010
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Take Away Music
Preface
Once again The Sounding Jerusalem Festival
has been a festival of intense encounters – in
a musical, human and cultural aspect.
The Sounding Jerusalem Festival
took place in the entire region of and
around Jerusalem: in East Jerusalem, West Jerusalem as well as in the
Westbank – concerts of the highest
artistic level were being performed.
Meant for all people, the festival
succeeded in winning an ensuing,
always-broader audience in its fifth
year in a row!
Sounding Jerusalem is a celebration
of crossing cultures chamber music
for Jerusalem, its inhabitants and
its region. During two weeks, more
than 40 outstanding musicians from
nine countries performed in 17 concerts to meet with their audiences,
in order to experience a transcultural
dialogue and exchange between Europe and the Middle East with refined
chamber music.
The diverse cultural traditions of Jerusalem’s melting pot got involved
and conflated into the artistic proc-

ess of the “Mélange Oriental” series
allowing the audience, just as well
as the artists to overcome boarders
through music and to launch a vibrant
creative process, enabling them not
only to discover thrilling aspects of
diversity of the various cultures, but
also oneself. “Mélange Oriental”
gave birth to a dynamic composition
reflecting cultural roots between past
and future with a distinctive token of
entitlement to diversity.
The simple fact that Sounding Jerusalem is equally open for all people
of the region – specifically for Palestinians and Israelis – has always triggered various reactions. Sounding
Jerusalem however is a festival explicitly concerned in music and humans. The moment humans engage
in music, intimate personal feelings
are automatically released, which is
the most important function of music
and art; to precipitate something in
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humans. I would like to thank all participants of the Sounding Jerusalem
Festivals, our partners and supporters as well as our host and festival
center, the Austrian Hospice of the
Holy Family, who have helped us to
bring this season of Sounding Jerusalem to fruition.

Erich Oskar Huetter
Director of the Sounding
Jerusalem Festival

Sounding Jerusalem 2010
The Sounding Jerusalem Chamber Music festival in its fifth year created space for
cultural as well as human encounter and exchange in East Jerusalem and the West
Bank over a span of over two weeks (27.06.2010 – 11.07.2010).
This years festival offered people
from different religious, ethnic and
social backgrounds 17 gratuitous
concerts on the highest artistic level. Following last years introduction,
Sounding Jerusalem alongside the
pure exploration of the various musical traditions launched a joint artistic process creating a new artistic
language out of traditional genres,
styles, and cultural backgrounds.

Focus Melange Oriental
Alongside the classical western and
oriental Music, Mélange Oriental –
Sounding Jerusalem`s “Programme
in Residence” – perpetuated from
last years nativity and developed to
mastery this year – invited the most
outstanding festival artists of diverse
cultural and traditional backgrounds
to join the ensemble for a delightful
sound exploration of and in the multi-

“Very intriguing
musical concept and
wonderful performers.
I hope for more of this
next year!”
Visitor´s comment
11.07.2010
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cultural facet of Jerusalem’s Old City.
In an attempt of an intensified focus
on the intercultural approach in process, musicians from Europe and the
Middle East traced together in numerous concerts the multiple voices
of the Arab, Christian, Armenian and
Jewish Quarter, their various melodies and sounds acoustically bridging the fascinating aspects of cultural
diversity.
This musical travel is building bridges between history and present
times, between Orient and Occident
as well as the multi-faceted musical
traditions. Mélange Oriental created
a multi-perspective sound fantasy
about the vibrant melting pot Jerusalem, reflecting the city’s history and
soul.
The sound adventure was enriched
by Austrian photographer Christian
Jungwirth’s collection of Jerusalem
impressions.

Discourse and dialogue
More than 40 musicians from Australia, Austria, France, Germany, Israel,
Italy, Palestine, Spain and Switzerland residing 3-15 days in Jerusalem
elated and drew over 3.100 Palestinian, Israeli, and European spectators into the discourse of cultures.
Thanks to the broad media presence
and coverage, the festival succeeded in winning an always-broader audience with an overall percentage of
45.5% Palestinians, 29.3% Israelis,

and 25.2% Internationals attending
the concerts. Considering the travel
hindrances for both Israelis and Palestinians in the region, the festival
enjoyed the participation of a diverse
and colourful public.

International artists
The festival was delighted to present,
as in the years before, exciting international soloists, renowned European chamber music ensembles
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and thrilling local artists as guests
to the festival. Sounding Jerusalem
is a celebration of crossing cultures
chamber music for Jerusalem, its inhabitants and its region. During two
weeks, more than 40 outstanding musicians from 9 countries performed in
17 concerts and met with their audiences, in order to experience a transcultural dialogue between Europe
and the Middle East with refined
chamber music. Imagine Magali
Léger from Paris, France, well known

to the Opéra de Lyon and the Lincoln
Center in New York with her breathtaking performances at Qubeibeh or
the Crusaders Church in Abu Gosh.
From Austria came a good number
of artists, including Paul Gulda, the
pianist and improviser with unlimited
musical horizons and Stefan Heckel,
pianist, composer and catalyst of the
Mélange Oriental series.
Erich Oskar Huetter, cellist and
artistic director of the festival;
STUDIO PERCUSSION graz, a drum
ensemble that takes great pleasure in producing youth programmes
and involving their audiences.
These programmes give young audiences an insight into the extensive
and partly very exotic range of instruments; and with the help of original
literature or adaptations, young listeners are introduced to the development and the repertory of percussion
music. The french string quartet Quat-

uor Voce which is conscious of the
need to allow listeners to experience
classical music outside the conventional concert framework. German
Ensemble Raro constantly looking for new contrasting programme
forms, in which they establish fresh
cultural, musical and literary connections. Raed Said , a percussionst ,
born in Jerusalem who learned percussion from different Arab countries, Egypt, Jordan and Syria and
played with several musical groups
in many local and international festivals. Claus Hessler from Germany,
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currently one of the most in demand
drum coaches and clinicians; Mahran Moreb who performed in many
important festivals, including the
“Oud Festival- Jerusalem”, “Yabous
Festival” of Eastern-Jerusalem, “Les
Voix des Pays”- France. The Festivals cultural diversity has also been
enriched by Italian musicians Stefano
Bagliano and Gianluca Capuano both
specialised in authentic interpretation
of Baroque Music from Italy as well
as Arnon Erez on the Piano from the
world known Rubin Academy. From
France César Carcopino´s diverse
musical background gives him the
opportunity to play and work with different personalities like Gilbert Amy,
Xavier Gagnepain, Daniel Kavka, Eric
Serra, Yann Maresz, David Liebman
and with ensembles like the Picardy
Chamber Music Orchestra, Itinéraire,
and others in the field of jazz, variety
and popular music.

“Music might achieve
what is not yet possible
on the ground:
the equal participation of
an ethnic, religious and
cultural diversity in a
peaceful and stimulating
dialogue.”

Percussion Workshops
Within the festival’s framework Austrian percussion artists of STUDIO
PERCUSSION graz took students of
Al Quds University in several workshops on an discovering journey into
the world of rythm and percussion following the concept of a drum circle.
A drum circle is any group of people
playing hand drums and percussion
in a circle. There is no audience, there
are all active players, no matter what
age, cultural or social background
they are coming from. It´s an invitation
to each one to discover the world of
music and rhythm in that direct way.
Under supervision of a drum circle
faciliator the participants are playing
on different rhythm-instruments and
create an outstanding piece of music together. They are distinct from a
drumming group or troupe in that the

drum circle is an end in itself rather
than preparation for a performance.
Typically, people gather to drum in
drum “circles” with others from the
surrounding community. The drum
circle offers equality because there is
no head or tail. The main objective is
to share rhythm and get in tune with
each other and themselves. To form a
group consciousness. To entrain and
resonate. By entrainment, one means
that a new voice, a collective voice,
emerges from the group as they drum
together.
The basic skills of finding your personal rythm were mediated by the festival
artists and formed into an compelling
performance. The percussionists hold
intensive workshops to create a thrilling musical programme of heartbeat
and rhythmical fireworks involving the
entire Old City of Jerusalem for the final concert on July 11th – everybody
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was invited to be part of this musical
celebration!

Venues
Since 2006 over 19.000 people visited the gratis performances of the
festival. More than 120 concerts took
place in East and West Jerusalem as
well as in atmospheric venues in the
West Bank, in which over 170 marvellous international musicians participated. The Sounding Jerusalem Festival grew within few years to be the
most acknowledged chamber music
festival in the whole region, promoting the dialogue of the cultures, led
by individuals. Many of the concert
venues of The Sounding Jerusalem
Festival were chosen this year not
only among unconventional, historically and spiritually important sights,
but also society based institutions,
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capacity utilization,
remarks

attendance

date

place

concert

Concerts

to Mo

LET´S PROMENADE

Austrian Hospice, Muslim Quarter

27.06.2010

170

Full Salon with people sitting and
standing on the balcony

BACHIANA ORIENTAL

Al Qassem Palace, Juma`eem / Nablus

28.06.2010

250

Very well-attended, people of all ages

BACHIANA ORIENTAL

Adh Dhahiriya / Hebron

29.06.2010

210

Full with all ages and backgrounds

CELLO BRAVERY

Jerusalem Music Centre, West Jerusalem

30.06.2010

160

Full hall

SPIRIT, SOUL & SOUND

Church of St. Anne, Old City of Jerusalem

01.07.2010

160

Mixed audience, full church
with extra benches

A PLACE TO BE

Al-Samhan Castle, Ras Karkar

02.07.2010

300

The whole village was present.
Very warm hospitatlity.

GETTING TOGETHER

Beit Emmaus, Qubeibeh

03.07.2010

300

Outdors within the woods, people
from Beit Emmaus and the villages

WHAT FEELINGS
SOUND LIKE

Austrian Hospice, Muslim Quarter

04.07.2009

130

Full Salon

STORIES OF OUR LIVES

Crusaders Church, Abu Gosh

04.07.2010

100

Almost full church

CROSSING CULTURES

Saint Vincent, En Karem

05.07.2010

150

Full Courtyard with people standing
in the back. Palestinian and Israeli
children attended the concert.

SWEET ´N´ SPICY

Pascha Room, American Colony Hotel

06.07.2010

120

Full with people sitting outside.

MÉLANGE ORIENTAL XXL

Jerusalem International YMCA

07.07.2010

270

Well attended concert hall

HOTSPOT

Talitha Kumi, Beit Jala / Bethlehem

08.07.2010

150

Well attended courtyard, mixed audience

EARLY BIRD CHIRP

Mount of Temptation, Jericho

09.07.2010

110

Full with many people standing on the sides.

A NIGHT OF PERCUSSION

Roman Theatre, Sabastiya / Nablus

09.07.2010

140

Well attended with all age categories

REFLECTIONS –
POETRY IN THE AIR

Padico Foundation,
Old City of Jerusalem

10.07.2010

50

Well attended, mostly internationals

FINAL, QUARTER FINAL

Part 1: Garden of the Austrian Hospice
Part 2: Church of the Redeemer

11.07.2010

350

Full garden at hospice with a full
courtyard and balconies in part 2.
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stay

country

instrument,
profession

name

Artists
Stefano Bagliano

Flute

Italy

27.06.–02.07.2010

Guillaume Becker

Viola

France

01.07.–05.07.2010

Alexander Besa

Viola

Switzerland

02.07.–08.07.2010

Gianluca Capuano

Organ / Harpsicord

Italy

27.06.-05.07.2010

César Carcopino

Percussion

France

08.07.–12.07.2010

David Cohen

Violoncello

Belgium / Germany

04.07.–10.07.2010

Sarah Dayan

Violin

France

01.07.–05.07.2010

Mamadou Diabate

Percussion

Austria

05.07.–12.07.2010

Lucas Dillmann

Percussion

Germany

09.07.–12.07.2010

Arnon Erez

Piano

Israel

30.06.2010

Angeles Murillo Flores

Percussion

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Juan Antonio
Flores Delgado

Percussion

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Lennart Fleischer

Percussion

Germany

09.07.–12.07.2010

Paul Gulda

Piano / Conducting

Austria

04.07.–12.07.2010

Korniluk Grégoire

Violoncello

France

01.07.–05.07.2010

Stefan Heckel

Improvisation / Accordion

Austria

26.06.–12.07.2010

Anna-Maria Hepberger

Percussion

Austria

10.07.–12.07.2010

Claus Hessler

Percussion

Germany

09.07.–12.07.2010

Meesun Hong

Violin

Switzerland

02.07.–08.07.2010

Erich Oskar Huetter

Violoncello

Austria

21.06.–12.07.2010

Christian Jungwirth

Photographer

Austria

02.07.–12.07.2010

Florian Längle

Percussion

Austria

10.07.–12.07.2010

Magali Léger

Soprano

Austria

02.07.–05.07.2010

Efrat Levy

Piano

Israel

Michel Lethiec

Clarinet

France

Amir Makhtoub

Percussion

Palestine
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04.07.2010
03.07.–10.07.2010
03.07.2010

stay

country

instrument,
profession

name
Dalia Mukarker

Percussion

Palestine

Günter Meinhart

Percussion

Austria

05.07.–15.07.2010

Mahran Moreb

Qanoun

Palestine / Israel

28.06.–11.07.2010

José Alberto
Marquina González

Percussion

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Rafael Mas López

Percussion

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Pei-Jee Ng

Violoncello

Australia

25.06.–03.07.2010

Anika Nilles

Percussion

Germany

09.07.–12.07.2010

Christian Pollheimer

Percussion

Austria

Razvan Popovici

Viola

Germany

05.07.–11.07.2010

Andreas Reiter

Percussion

Austria

10.07.–12.07.2010

Bernhard Richter

Percussion

Austria

Rafael Rosenfeld

Violocello

Switzerland

02.07.–08.07.2010

Cécile Roubin

Violin

France

01.07.–05.07.2010

Raed Said

Percussion

Palestine

01.07.–11.07.2010

Wael Abu Saloum

Oud

Palestine

02.07.2010

Alexander Sitkovetsky

Violin

Germany

05.07.–08.07.2010

José Salvador
Soler Galbis

Percussion

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Stefan Wandel

Percussion

Germany

09.07.–12.07.2010

Mary Ellen Woodside

Violin

Switzerland

02.07.–08.07.2010

Merel Quartet

String quartet

Switzerland

02.07.–08.07.2010

Perku-VA

Percussion ensemble

Spain

10.07.–14.07.2010

Quatuor Voce

String quartet

France

01.07.–05.07.2010

Ensemble Raro

String trio

Germany

04.07.–11.07.2010

STUDIO PERCUSSION
graz

Percussion

Austria

05.07.–12.07.2010
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08.07.2010

some of which opened its doors to
the public for the first time.
Symbolic for those places of musical encounters are the Al Qassem
Palace near Nablus, the courtyard at
Adh Dhahiriya / Hebron just as much
the Saint Vincent Home for Physically
and Mentally Handicapped Children
in En Karem into a beautiful sunset.
Another sounding sunset was that of
the private roof terrace of the Padico
Foundation in the old city, a panoramic concert venue in view of the
Dome of the Rock.
The list goes on and on with the hospitality of the village of Ras Karkar at
the heart of its proud daring Samhan
Castle, the resonating amphitheatre
of Sebastiya, the Lutheran Church of
the Redeemer, the famous Pascha
Room of the American Colony Hotel,
and the dawn chorus of the Mount
of Temptations. Sounding Jerusalem
Festival ended for the fifth year in a

row with a poignant attempt to build
a bridge of sound across the city, to
link its inhabitants with music.
STUDIO PERCUSSION graz formed
a vision of percussion performance,
a joint musical walk starting with a
musical experience at the Austrian
Hospice of the Holy Family, followed
by a musical walk thru the Old City
up to the Lutherian Church of the Redeemer. Up there the festival concert
series highlighted in a musical performance. Nearly 20 young percussion artists from Austria, Germany,
France, Spain and Palestine, playing
percussion all over the courtyard on
3 different floor up to the rooftop invited the audience to participate in a
sparkling performance. The young
artists sent a sounding message in
the evening sky of Jerusalem. Audience and participating artists were
yet again thrilled of enthusiasm for
this unique project.
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Open for all people(s)
The simple fact that Sounding Jerusalem is equally open for all people
of the region – especially for Palestinians and Israelis – has always triggered various reactions; gratification,
insecurity, rapturousness, fear, hope,
and displaced aggressions. All reactions depend and are in fact reciprocations of the personal life story
and the social circumstances of the
individual human beings to whom
the festival reach out and try to make
a difference. “Sounding Jerusalem
shall not only arouse beautiful feelings and amusement, rather cause
contemplation” so artistic director
Erich Oskar Huetter.
Despite the travel difficulties, and the
increasingly alienating political circumstances in the region, Sounding
Jerusalem is proud to have achieved
a much wider core audience.

Conclusio
Sounding Jerusalem is a festival explicitly concerned in music and human beings. The moment humans
engage in music, intimate personal
feelings are automatically released.
Precipitating a human reaction is the
most important function of music
and art”, Erich Oskar Huetter once
said about the festival. One of the
distinguished European soloists who
have been drawn to Jerusalem by
Huetter describes the 36-year-old,
in French, as “un fou utopique”, a
“crazy utopian” perhaps. Whatever
optimistic designs he may harbour
about bringing Israelis and Palestinians together in the divided city,
however, he strikes someone as having a fairly realistic, modest goal.
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He’s not expecting everyone to hold
hands, listen to the music and forget about the troubles around them.
But at least the audiences, Huetter
says, however different they may
be from each other, understand that
they are participating in a punctual
phenomenon that stretches across
the divide.  “They form”, he says, “a
single Sounding Jerusalem community in a place where the word community is most usually expressed in
the plural.” The Sounding Jerusalem
Festival aims to continue for its future
not only to present classic music on
highest standards to all people living
in this region but also to create an
open space for encounters, education, appreciation and respect.
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Media Report
Al Quds, Haaretz, Maariv, The Jerusalem Post, The Daily Star, BBC, Ö1 Radio,
The China Post, Invertia Colombia, Globes Newspaper, Habama, Voice of Israel,
Radio All For Peace, Voice of Music, Israeli National TV, NTD Television, AlHora, Al-Arabiya, ARD, Swiss Television, Cancao Nova, Echo TV, Canada.Com,
World News, ABC News, Stefanscom, KATHweb, Wiener Zeitung, Berliner Missionswerk, Liechtensteiner Volksblatt, Kleine Zeitung, Kronen Zeitung, Der Neue
Merker, Nilguide, EVDS, ZDF, Israelmagazin, errachidia.org, Der Sonntag and
the News Agencies Reuters and Maan News have reported about the Sounding
Jerusalem Festival.
Here are some excerpts from reports about this year’s festival:
A valuable feature of the
Sounding Jerusalem Festival is
the stage it provides for young,
extremely talented musicians
at the beginning of their career,
allowing them to become
known to larger audiences. (...)
A young French soprano who
started her career just before
the beginning of this millenium,
Megal Leger’s program was
particularly attractive, by local
standards, offering French
songs by Debussy and
Faure, and German Lieder
by Richard Strauss, not quite
well-known on our shores.
Jerusalem Post July 2010

The opening concert at
the Austrian Hospice in the
Old City provides a taste of
things to come with works by
Kodaly, Zur and an “oriental
mélange” billed as a sound
parade through the four
quarters of the Old City.
Another concert features an
encounter between Bach
and the melodies of nomadic
shepherds, and so it’ll go
with a big musical party in
the courtyard of the Church
of the Redeemer on July 11.
(,,,) The festival, Huetter says,
aims to build bridges between
us, “to bring chamber
music… as an expression of
dialogue… a way of listening
to the other and to respond
through the emotions, a
dialogue without words, a
dialogue that is basic and
above all human. “We feel
a true sense of mission.”

El director artístico es el
chelista austríaco Erich
Oskar Huetter, quien declaró
en varias ocasiones que
el festival, desde 2006 se
convirtió en un evento anual,
habiendo adquirido mucha
popularidad durante estos
años y sin duda cumple con
el objetivo de que a través de
la experiencia de conciertos
se unifique y fortalezca el
diálogo intelectual y un
intercambio creativo que no
conoce fronteras.
Los conciertos se
llevan a cabo en sitios
extraordinarios de la Ciudad
Vieja de Jerusalén, como
también en las aldeas
palestinas, en el Monte de
la Tentación de Jericó y en
otros sitios históricos.
Arte y Espectáculo
- Aurora Digital

Jerusalem Post June 2010
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Supported by the countries
of the various artists, but
largely by the Representative
Office of the Federal Republic
of Germany in Ramallah, the
festival’s mission is to offer
high quality concerts free of
charge to people of different
religious, ethnic and social
backgrounds of the region.
The festival was created and
continues to be directed by
Austrian ‘cellist Erich Oskar
Huetter. (...) The Australian
Ambassador to Israel, Ms.
Andrea Faulkner spoke of a
sense of pride in supporting
a festival that brings so many
people together. Pei-Jee
and Arnon Erez opened their
recital with Claude Debussy’s
Sonata for ‘Cello and Piano.
pamela hickman’s concert
critique blog, July 2010
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